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How do I start the assessment? 


First, you can do some initial literature searching and get an idea of what researchers know about the 


topic you are given, this will help you to gain an understanding of the context of the assignment.  Then, 


you can think about addressing the objectives posed and consider what research questions need to be 


answered in order to meet these objectives. Here you might want to determine which of the analysis 


methods covered in the labs will help in finding the answer to these questions.  Once you have 


undertaken the relevant analysis then you can consider how to interpret it. 


I’m confused is it p less than .05 or less than .5 (to conclude on a statistically significant result)? 


It is always p (sig. level) less than 0.05 (i.e. 5% level – note 0.05 = ‘5 divided by 100’ or ‘5 out of 100’). 


You will also find that researchers in journals use the 1% level (p less than 0.01) and even the 0.1% level 


(i.e. p less than 0.001).  For the purpose of this coursework please use the 5% level.  Significance level 


(i.e. p value) indicates how likely a result is due to chance, and we wouldn’t want to use a higher level 


than 5%, say 10% (i.e. p less than 0.1) because we might end up concluding that there were differences 


say in the means of two groups where 10% of these decisions will be wrong. (Please note: There is no 


right or wrong sig. level to set, it is just that by convention in the field of Business & Management 


researchers usually use a 5% level). 


SPSS produces a lot of output, tell me again which is the most relevant? 


The circled output in the lab notes is always what you need to interpret.  The insight symbols 


help to guide the interpretation of the output so look for the key words that I use, such as explain, 


predict, associated….. 


How long should it take me to get the output for the coursework? 


This is a difficult question to answer and it really depends on how much practice you have had on the lab 


work (and how proficient you are with SPSS).  As an expert it would take me about 20-30 minutes to 


answer these questions but if I wanted to find other interesting things and do a full analysis of the data 


it could take me a few days.  So for you to get the answers to the research questions posed, two to three 


hours would be reasonable if you have covered all the lab work in detail.  But more time will be needed 


to write up the report.  If you want to extract additional marketing insight by undertake additional 


analysis then that will take some thinking time and some reading time as well as conducting the analysis.  


In this case, you will be more like me and be spending a few days working on it. 


How many tests do I need to use for each of the coursework questions? 


One analysis method (e.g., t-test) is all that is required for each research question, but two or more 


methods may be required to fully address a research objective.  You should of course describe your 


sample and that requires more analysis usually in the form of frequencies and associated charts.  Every 








quantitative journal article that you read will provide a profile of the sample in terms of demographic 


factors such as gender and age breakdown. You should do this too. 


What if I want to do additional analysis to address objectives beyond those given? 


This is very welcome.  There are no right or wrong answers of what additional analysis to include but 


you should be guided here by what you have read in the literature and therefore different people in the 


class might focus on different things.  You should provide a rationale for undertaking any additional 


analysis, i.e. provide the additional questions that the additional analysis hopes to get answers to. 


Remember though that it is most important to address all the research objectives specified in the 


coursework first and that additional analysis is not a specific requirement to get a good grade. 


Do I need to explain each of the tests that I’m using and why it’s the right one? 


No, in the coursework we don’t expect you to explain why you used the test that you did.  We want you 


to focus on the interpretation of the output.  We will however mark you down if you use the 


wrong/inappropriate test (e.g., incorrectly using the t-test to examine group differences for a nominal 


variable – where a chi-squared test is appropriate).  Remember, make good use of the lab notes to guide 


you on your choice of test. 


How many words should I be using to interpret each of the tests that I conduct? 


We don’t expect you to write more than a short paragraph providing the interpretation for each of the 


tests that you conduct.  If you look at the example in the hypothesis testing lab for the t-test you will see 


the typical amount of text that accompanies a statistical test. 


Can I show you an example of something that I have written on interpretation from the lab material? 


Yes, of course we will not comment on what you have written for the coursework (before your 


submission) and we won’t read pages of interpretations.  But if you show us a paragraph that you have 


written for an example from the lab material and ask us for feedback then we will be happy to help. 


I want to get more help with using SPSS, is there any videos that I could use? 


Yes, if you look at http://calcnet.mth.cmich.edu/org/spss/toc.htm you will find some useful videos that 


take you through everything from data transformations to more advanced statistics than we are 


covering.  But each topic is clearly marked and the videos take you through the commands at a slow 


pace.  The context though is not marketing orientated. 


I want to know more about the statistics that underpin techniques such as regression, where can I find 


this? 


Janssens’ (2008) ‘marketing research with SPSS’ book (see reading list) is helpful, as is the core text 
(Malhotra, Birks & Wills, 2012) because even the core text covers more detail (technical underpinning of 
statistics) than we require.  However the “gold standard” in marketing is the text by Hair et al. (2014) 
‘multivariate data analysis’ (see reading list).  This Hair et al. text gives a good balance between 
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statistical knowledge and understanding of the core concepts, but goes into more detail around issues 
such as statistical assumptions.  


I want to know about some of the other options that are available in SPSS, like the collinearity 


diagnostics in regression. How do I go about this? 


Similar to the previous question you can look at the ‘marketing research with SPSS’ book or the core 


text.   


Should I be using the output from SPSS for my report or making up my own tables? 


It would be useful to include your SPSS output as an appendix (making sure that you refer to it in the 


main body of your report).  In the text you can reproduce the most important tables/charts and discuss 


them.  You might want to pull materials together from SPSS outputs by running more than one test and 


make up your own tables. Such tables can be helpful for the reader – but remember to make clear in 


text (above or below the table) the ‘important’ points you are trying to convey to the reader. 


Should I be using single items or averages in my analysis? 


Some concepts (e.g., loyalty, service quality) have multiple items in the questionnaire. These will have 


been processed for you and appear in the SPSS data set with a variable name ending in _avg (e.g., 


loyalty_avg). If averages have been provided in the data set, please use them in your analyses.  


Where can I see the full questionnaire? 


The full survey questionnaire is available on Blackboard and you can see all the corresponding variables 


with their variable labels and associated labels from the variable view in the SPSS data set. 


What do I include in my sample profile? 


Sometime students find this tough as it is the most self-directed aspect of the coursework and there is a 


lot of choice in what you can include.  Essentially you should provide an overview of who completed the 


questionnaire and can use information on demographic profile and also the shopping related questions 


that are included in the questionnaire. 


Is it important if the beta coefficient in regression output is negative? 


Yes, the sign is important and helps you to interpret the output. We have covered examples which are 


positive in class i.e. the more positive a consumer’s attitude is to IKEA the more positive (stronger) their 


intention to purchase from IKEA.  Attached (Output showing a negative beta coefficient.docx) are some 


examples of regression outputs which have significant negative beta values with some description to 


match the results. 


Any other questions? 


Lastly, please read the coursework spec thoroughly to know what is required and expected.  
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